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1. Top page	

Bombyx Trap Database has two search options, word search and pictorial search options. 	

How to use Bombyx Trap Database
Glossary
Selecting this option will explain
terms, abbreviations, and sample images,
and other features of this home page.
Word search option
Selecting this option will retrieve condition
for keywords, sequence position,
fluorescent site, and availability of
photo image.

Pictorial search option
Selecting this option will retrieve photo
images at developmental stage.	
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2. Word search option
In case options are not specified, clicking search will open a list of IDs for 502 Bombyx mori strains (as of Nov 2010).	

Reporter type	
Strain ID

Stock priority, Lethality	

Inverse PCR	

Measured fluorescent
site and number	

Photo image
Developmental stage / tissue	
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3. Inverse PCR column
Clicking [+] mark of Inverse PCR
displays the following:
-Sequence view
-Search KAIKObase
via select window of genome browser,
jump to a genome browser
-Position on genomic and physical map
List of abbreviations
L: flanking sequence of "Left" arm of transposon vector by inverse PCR.
R: flanking sequence of "Right" arm of transposon vector by inverse PCR.
5-RACE: sequence within the transcript to the 5' end by 5' RACE (rapid amplification of cDNA ends) in gene trap line.
3-RACE: sequence within the transcript to the 3' end by 3' RACE in gene trap line. 	

Jump to a genome browser	
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4. Measurement data
Clicking the numeral in column “Measurement Num,
Measured Fluorescent Site” opens all data available
for every measurement including data ID, sex, data,
developmental stage, appearances, anatomical
comment, mosaic pattern, tissue with fluorescence
intensity. 	
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The number of photo images is
indicated in the ‘Photo Image Num’
column
The number of photo image is
classified into 4 categories;
1) Total number
2) Developmental stage
3) Tissue / organ
4) Fluorescence / ordinary
2) Developmental stage	

4) Fluorescence / ordinary	

1) Total number	

3) Tissue / organ	
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6 Pictorial search option
Clicking a photo image in the pictorial search option panel opens a table containing the details for the
selected image such as strain ID, image, Part/Organ, Bright/Fluorescence, comment, and date.
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Glossary
The [Term Definition] opens a page with an illustration of the 5th larval stage and links to Parts Name List
and Sample Photo List.
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